Video texture synthesis with multi-frame LBP-TOP and diffeomorphic growth model.
Video texture synthesis is the process of providing a continuous and infinitely varying stream of frames, which plays an important role in computer vision and graphics. However, it still remains a challenging problem to generate high-quality synthesis results. Considering the two key factors that affect the synthesis performance, frame representation and blending artifacts, we improve the synthesis performance from two aspects: 1) Effective frame representation is designed to capture both the image appearance information in spatial domain and the longitudinal information in temporal domain. 2) Artifacts that degrade the synthesis quality are significantly suppressed on the basis of a diffeomorphic growth model. The proposed video texture synthesis approach has two major stages: video stitching stage and transition smoothing stage. In the first stage, a video texture synthesis model is proposed to generate an infinite video flow. To find similar frames for stitching video clips, we present a new spatial-temporal descriptor to provide an effective representation for different types of dynamic textures. In the second stage, a smoothing method is proposed to improve synthesis quality, especially in the aspect of temporal continuity. It aims to establish a diffeomorphic growth model to emulate local dynamics around stitched frames. The proposed approach is thoroughly tested on public databases and videos from the Internet, and is evaluated in both qualitative and quantitative ways.